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Different channels reaching single prospect - Key Challenge

Addition of prospects to duplicate campaigns. This leads to calling the same prospect multiple times due to lack of unified view

Independence day campaign Valentine's Day `Campaign

These customers are active campaign members in both campaigns, it’s important to validate if the 
Lead is eligible for both offers provided the campaigns.

Parent Campaign



Different channels reaching single prospect - Transformation

This can be addressed by introducing deduplication at Lead level so that the same lead is not assigned to multiple campaigns

Independence day campaign Valentines Day `Campaign
Solution

Lead with the latest recency rule will survive and the old lead on the earlier 
campaign becomes inactive.

Independence day campaign Valentines Day `Campaign

Extended solution

Flag leads in both campaigns and provide the ability to the user to choose which Lead 
can be active



How will the solution benefit ?

• Deduplication logic provides ability to turn on and off the dedup mode.

• Data exchange can happen with multiple systems while looking for duplicates without any data loss.

• The deduplication model provides the ability to detect duplicates right at the moment of manual data entry 
which in turn prevents the record from further being created.

• Deduplication compares specific fields by customizing the Match criteria's and survival rule gives it the 
flexibility to adapt to different types of data.

• It makes sure that no two different users are working or processing the duplicates of the original data, and 
prevents wasted effort.

• Target customers very effectively with the perfect data.

James Bond

Loan Requests

History/ Activities

Managed by Level 1 Agents
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Disjointed Marketing Outreach - Key Challenge

XYZ Marketing team
Product - XYZ123

ABC Sales team
Product - ABC123

KLM Service team
Product - KLM123

New year campaign

• The biggest challenge is lack of a unified Prospect view which leads to disjoint marketing effort 
especially across channels.

• Lack of data visibility between teams resulting in a single prospect receiving calls from multiple 
teams/processes

• Loan officers swivel chairing and ending up updating the final disposition in multiple applications 
which consumes lot of LO’s productive time

• No integration between applications leading to borrower receiving multiple calls which ends up in less 
CSAT scores

• Sales/Service/Marketing team capturing the entire transaction/interaction History within multiple 
sources and saving it in multiple applications.

• During the interaction process it contains multiple interactions with multiple sources, which creates 
confusion and takes a lot of time for the agent to communicate.

Borrower



Disjointed Marketing Outreach and Swivel chairing - Transformation

Sales Team

Marketing Team

Service Team

Customer

Sales Agent Loan Officer

Sales Agents and Loan Officers updating same information in multiple 
systems during and after calls consuming a lot of time

Application-1 Application-2 Application-3

Due to Lack of coordination across teams, customer is being contacted 
multiple times

Lack of Visibility of the Interaction history from multiple Sources
Open questions:

1. Marketing team is unaware of the customer being contacted or if there is any open service 
request, instead of resolving customer query marketing team is counter offering the new product 
which can make the customer disappointed.

Application-1 Application-2 Application-3

Email

Chat

Sources

Customer approaching Service Team



Disjointed Marketing Outreach and Swivel chairing -
Transformation

1. When all teams are on a single CRM solution, they have a better 
understanding of information being provided to Borrower.

2. Loan officers can achieve greater turnaround time on each call/interaction

3. Since all applications are integrated, Loan officer can select final disposition 
in Salesforce which can be further integrated with other connected systems

4. This standardization helps achieving greater customer satisfaction index and 
customer success

5. Increasing the ramp up time of the Loan officers and Sales agents and 
avoiding Swivel Chairing

XYZ Marketing team
Product - XYZ123

ABC Sales team
Product - ABC123

KLM Service team
Product - KLM123

New year 
campaign

Campaign 
Hierarchy

Interaction history

Dynamic Scripting

Application 1 Application 2 Application 3Email Campaign

Borrower

Loan 
Officer

Integrating multiple 
applications/platforms

Loan officer can refer interaction history and Campaign hierarchy to draw more insights into borrowers journey



Disjointed Market Outreach → How will the solution 
benefit?

Lead Source

Dynamic 
Script

Insights on customers interests

• The unified Customer 360 view helps agent work productively as the entire 
Borrower information is at a single place.

• Dynamic scripting tools help maintain the same flow of conversation through 
different calls & interactions allowing to maintain brand image and increase the 
ability to sell more and effectively.

• When Sales, Marketing and Service teams are integrated and all the call interactions 
are captured through integration, Loan officer have a better view of consolidated 
from Interaction History.

• This solution increases ramp up time of the Loan officers and Sales agents, avoiding 
Swivel Chairing.

• Insights into customer interests can be made more effective by offering relevant 
products.

• Capturing the entire transaction/interaction history enables anyone on the Sales 
team to understand/serve the customer with minimal context from the customer 
itself.

Communication 
preferences

Feedback

Campaign 
hierarchy

Integrated with other applications

Date & Time Stamp Call Type Product Agent Final Disposition

2/15/2012 15:03 PM Service Call ABC123 Service Officer 1 Satisfied

1/8/2022 9:09AM Marketing email sent KLM456 Automated Email Email not opened

12/31/2021 10:10AM Sales Call VA/FHA Sales Officer 1 Interested



US Office

3490 US Highway1, 
Suite 11, Princeton, NJ 
08540

Canada Office

2010 Winston Park 
Drive Suite 
200,Oakville, ON L6H 
6P5, Canada

UK Office

50 Salisbury Road,
Hounslow, TW4 
6JQ, GBR

India Office
3-6-369/1, Suite 405 
Himayat Nagar, 
Hyderabad 
Telangana, INDIA 
500029
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+1 (469) 305 7715

UAE Office
Empire Height A, 9th Floor,
Business Bay, Dubai.
Land Area: 346-6827, Makani 
No 2715487271
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